Dear Sir / Madam,

We present to you the sixty third edition of our Software Licensing Bulletin, which highlights details on VMware® Licensing.

- **Site Recovery Manager (SRM):**

  For SRM standard Edition usage, the following restrictions apply:
  
  - protect up to seventy-five virtual machines within a physical facility or building
  - for each running copy, manage up to seventy-five protected virtual machines ("SRM’s standard edition restriction").

  If at any given time, the number of protected virtual machines in subsections (a) or (b) exceeds seventy-five, “you are required to upgrade all VMware Site Recovery Manager’s standard edition licenses to VMware Site Recovery Manager’s enterprise edition.”

- **Entity and territorial restrictions:**

  Usage of VMware products should correspond with the exact entity (or organisation) name under which the licenses have been procured.

  Additionally, territorial restrictions are also applicable, i.e., licenses procured in the U.S.A should not be deployed/used in India (unless you have Global Deployment Rights or an Enterprise Agreement)

The same can be referred in VMware EULA:

“VMware grants to you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the software and the documentation during the period of the license and within the territory, solely for your internal business operations, and subject to the provisions of the product guide”

We hope the bulletin was informative. We would be happy to arrange for any additional information that you may require on the subject. Please write to us at in-fmkpmgccsbulletin@kpmg.com, for any queries or feedback.

Regards,

KPMG in India

About KPMG in India’s software licensing team: We have an experienced team of over 160 professionals in India with diverse and in-depth knowledge of software licence, software asset management tool, Intellectual Property (IP) and contract review.
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